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The Content Formula Jun 11 2021 The Content Formula answers the biggest question currently on
marketer's minds: what is the ROI of content marketing?This book provides a step by step guide for
marketers, and is divided into three parts: how to build the business case for content marketing, how to
find the budget to establish a new content marketing program, and how to measure content marketing
success in business terms.
Royal Caribbean Cruise Line (RCCL) - A Brand Portfolio Analysis Aug 01 2020 Seminar paper
from the year 2010 in the subject Business economics - Marketing, Corporate Communication, CRM,
Market Research, Social Media, grade: 70%, University of Westminster, course: Branding
Management, language: English, abstract: Corporate brands are defined by many as one of the most
fascinating phenomena of the 20th century's business environment. In today's reality they are also
considered sometimes as a religion, a belief, or even a lifestyle; they are adored, venerated, and
coveted, by people and organizations alike (Keller, 2008). Balmer in his article Corporate Brands:
what are they? What of them? (2003), defined corporate brands as a product of an organization's
corporate strategy, mission, image, and activities, which communicates brand's values and in the
meantime affords a means of differentiation from their competitors. It is also said to enhance the
esteem and loyalty of the stakeholders for the organization. This paper will give an examination of the
nature, the typology and the management of a well known corporate brand operating in the Tourism
industry: Royal Caribbean Cruises Line Ltd (RCCL). Adam Weaver in his article Complexity at sea:
Managing brands within the cruise industry (2008), stresses how in the late eighties, corporate
consolidation within the cruise industry, had as a result many cruise brands to be a part of a brand
portfolio. In the complexity of the cruise industry, culture, languages and country of origins represent a
major challenge for managers when adapting their brands across an international environment and

portfolios are always bigger (Weaver, 2008). Originally Royal Caribbean Cruise LTD's strategy to
overcome the complexity of this issue has been to opt for a Global brand strategy instead of a multiple
decentralized local brands strategy, which on the other hand, has been Carnival Corporation's main
strategy, also main RCCL competitor, as well as market leader for the global cruise industry (Weaver,
2008). However
Quotations from Chairman Mao Tsetung May 30 2020
Marketing Metrics Feb 25 2020 Few marketers recognize the extraordinary range of metrics now
available for evaluating their strategies and tactics. In Marketing Metrics, four leading researchers and
consultants systematically introduce today's most powerful marketing metrics. The authors show how
to use a "dashboard" of metrics to view market dynamics from various perspectives, maximize
accuracy, and "triangulate" to optimal solutions. Their comprehensive coverage includes
measurements of promotional strategy, advertising, and distribution; customer perceptions; market
share; competitors' power; margins and profits; products and portfolios; customer profitability; sales
forces and channels; pricing strategies; and more. You'll learn how and when to apply each metric, and
understand tradeoffs and nuances that are critical to using them successfully. The authors also
demonstrate how to use marketing metrics as leading indicators, identifying crucial new opportunities
and challenges. For clarity and simplicity all calculations can be performed by hand, or with basic
spreadsheet techniques. In coming years, few marketers will rise to senior executive levels without
deep fluency in marketing metrics. This book is the fastest, easiest way to gain that fluency.
Creating Marketing Magic and Innovative Future Marketing Trends Jul 24 2022 This volume
includes the full proceedings from the 2016 Academy of Marketing Science (AMS) Annual
Conference held in Orlando, Florida, entitled Creating Marketing Magic and Innovative Future
Marketing Trends. The marketing environment continues to be dynamic. As a result, researchers need
to adapt to the ever-changing scene. Several macro-level factors continue to play influential roles in
changing consumer lifestyles and business practices. Key factors among these include the increasing
use of technology and automation, while juxtaposed by nostalgia and “back to the roots” marketing
trends. At the same time, though, as marketing scholars, we are able to access emerging technology
with greater ease, to undertake more rigorous research practices. The papers presented in this volume
aim to address these issues by providing the most current research from various areas of marketing
research, such as consumer behavior, marketing strategy, marketing theory, services marketing,
advertising, branding, and many more. Founded in 1971, the Academy of Marketing Science is an
international organization dedicated to promoting timely explorations of phenomena related to the
science of marketing in theory, research, and practice. Among its services to members and the
community at large, the Academy offers conferences, congresses, and symposia that attract delegates
from around the world. Presentations from these events are published in this Proceedings series, which
offers a comprehensive archive of volumes reflecting the evolution of the field. Volumes deliver
cutting-edge research and insights, complementing the Academy’s flagship journals, the Journal of the
Academy of Marketing Science (JAMS) and AMS Review. Volumes are edited by leading scholars
and practitioners across a wide range of subject areas in marketing science.
Creating Images and the Psychology of Marketing Communication Dec 25 2019 Aims to advance
the understanding of the concept of image as it is applied to various areas of interest. This book also
serves to meet the growing interest in image-related studies by the public and academics, and provides
an innovative and holistic approach to the study of image.
Marketing Trends 2019 Jun 23 2022 Join us in celebrating 10 years of insightful reporting on the
marketing trends, topics and techniques critical to your business. Topics this season include navigating
the Amazon-dominated e-commerce ecosystem, integrating chatbots into your enterprise, protecting
your data and privacy and implementing visual design that can stand the test of time. All this and more
crammed into an info-rich 28 pages!
Branding Across Borders Aug 25 2022 A leading authority on global branding sheds new light on how
business can develop an effective global brand strategy, using case examples to demonstrate the

principles of success and to spotlight key branding practices and marketing trends.
Advertising and Integrated Brand Promotion Jan 26 2020 Gain an understanding of advertising and
brand strategy from an integrated marketing, advertising and business perspective with Close
Scheinbaum/O’Guinn/Semenik's popular ADVERTISING AND INTEGRATED BRAND
PROMOTION, 9E. Updates bring strategy to life in today's digital and mobile society as new content
addresses industry shifts, such as pandemic-prompted changes in consumer behavior and e-commerce,
influencer marketing, celebrity endorsements and streaming content. New examples highlight
contemporary ads and current forms of branding and marketing for well-known brands like Target,
Chanel, Amazon, Southwest, Netflix, Disney, ESPN, Apple, TikTok, Instagram, Adidas and Nike.
You examine concepts in the context of advertising practice as you follow the processes of an
advertising agency. Leading theory and practice keeps content relevant and applicable whether you are
pursing business, marketing communication or advertising. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Disruptive Marketing Sep 26 2022 With 75 percent of screen time being spent on connected devices,
digital strategies have moved front and center of most marketing plans. But what if that’s not enough?
How often does consumer engagement actually go further than the “like” button? With the average
American receiving close to 50 phone notifications a day, do the company messages get read or just
tossed aside? The truth is, a sobering reality is beginning to hit marketers: Technology hasn’t just
reshaped mass media; it’s altering behavior as well. Truly getting a message through to customers, and
not just in front of their eyes for a split second before being fed to the trash bin, will take some radical
rethinking.Disruptive Marketing challenges you to toss the linear plan, strip away conventions, and
open your mind as it takes you on a provocative, fast-paced tour of our changing world, where you’ll
find that:• Selling is dead, but ongoing conversation thrives• Consumers generate the best content
about brands• People tune out noise and listen to feelings• Curiosity leads the marketing team• Growth
depends on merging analytics with boundless creativityPacked with trends, predictions, interviews
with big-think marketers, and stories from a career spent pushing boundaries, Disruptive Marketing is
the solution you’ve been looking for to boost your brand into new territory!
How to Use Advertising to Build Strong Brands Oct 15 2021 "John Philip Jones belongs to an elite
group of intellectual adventurers searching for true meaning in an increasingly complex
communication industry. Anyone involved in understanding how brands are born and nurtured should
follow his work with keen interest." --Andy Fenning, Executive Vice President, Director of Strategic
Development,J. Walter Thompson, New York Advertising?s greatest single contribution to business is
its ability to build brands, and this comprehensive volume covers all aspects of this critical marketing
process. Edited by John Philip Jones, best-selling author of What?s in a Name? Advertising and the
Concepts of Brands and When Ads Work: New Proof That Advertising Triggers Sales, this handbook
offers an authoritative examination of successful brand-building techniques. An authoritative cast of
chapter authors, representing a global mix of academic and professional backgrounds, that examine all
aspects of brand management, brand equity, new and mature brands, and "brand magic." The brand
concept is also extended in unexpected new areas such as political marketing, green marketing, and the
arts. This handbook is part of a series edited by John Philip Jones that stands as a complete library of
essential advertising theory and practice. Other volumes in this series include How Advertising Works:
The Role of Research and The Advertising Business.
Greener Products Jun 30 2020 Written by a renowned sustainability expert, Greener Products: The
Making and Marketing of Sustainable Brands, Second Edition makes the case for why the people and
the planet need products to be made in a different, more sustainable way. The growth of the global
middle class, with an additional 3 billion people expected to enter the consumer market by 2030, is
putting an unprecedented demand on resources and straining the global supply of raw materials, fossil
fuels, food and water. This book provides insights on how to raise the bar on product development and
investigates the best practices for making and marketing sustainable brands. Over 40 case studies are
analyzed in this book and summarized for the reader to easily see what it is that makes leading

companies successful. Analysis on marketing campaigns and greener product development range from
leading companies like Apple, Nike, Samsung Electronics, BASF, GE, Johnson & Johnson, Unilever,
and Method. New updated content in this second edition includes: New developments like the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals with concepts of biomimicry, circular economy, emerging
issues management, and eco-innovation. Novel tools and examples for bringing sustainable products to
market. New chapter dedicated to natural capital. Analysis of current green marketing methods and
market trends. Best practices for making and marketing sustainable brands. For more information, visit
the author's book website at www.greenerproducts.biz.
Marketing Channel Trends Jan 18 2022 The enormous changes under way in economic systems
mean that traditional paradigms of analysis need to be reviewed. In particular, increasing maturity of
consumption patterns, emergence of new purchasing models and repositioning of corporate groups are
creating a more balanced division of functions within the channel value chain between manufacturing
and distribution. Starting from these assumptions the aim of this study is to focus on major
development trends in channel marketing, highlighting possible impacts on the competitive
equilibrium between the various players involved.
Perceived Brand Localness May 10 2021 Jörg Igelbrink’s study provides the disclosure of a
comprehensive explanation approach of the consumers purchase motivation and attitude towards local
fashion brands. The structure equation model reveals six direct impacts on the consumers LFB attitude.
The author’s findings identify a new consumer typology presenting a model of four positive consumerattitude-types such as the influencing Realign Performance Advocates. In the research field of
consumer behaviour the new consumer typology illustrates both the consumer purchase motivation and
derived local fashion brand positioning.
Wine Brands Oct 27 2022 This practical new book is written by a leading wine industry expert, in an
easy and accessible style. Illustrated with many case studies from around the world, this book
describes how marketers and academics can respond to new challenges in the wine trade and is an
invaluable guide to anyone working in, or interested in, this industry.
Business-to-Business Brand Management Sep 02 2020 Focuses on sensemaking, decisions, actions,
and evaluating outcomes relating to managing business-to-business brands including product and
service brands. This book features chapters that address aspects of the marketing mix for business-tobusiness and industrial marketers. It includes papers that provide brand management insights for
managers.
Principles of Marketing Sep 21 2019 This user-friendly textbook offers students an overview of each
aspect of the marketing process, explored uniquely from the value perspective. Delivering value to
customers is an integral part of contemporary marketing. For a firm to deliver value, it must consider
its total market offering – including the reputation of the organization, staff representation, product
benefits, and technological characteristics – and benchmark this against competitors' market offerings
and prices. Principles of Marketing takes this thoroughly into account and ensures that students
develop a strong understanding of these essential values. The book also looks in detail at the impact of
social media upon marketing practices and customer relationships, and the dramatic impact that new
technologies have had on the marketing environment. Written by a team of experienced instructors,
Principles of Marketing is an ideal companion for all undergraduate students taking an introductory
course in marketing.
Power Brands Nov 04 2020 Contrary to the belief that brand management is mostly a matter of art and
luck, the teams at McKinsey teams found out how brands can be measured, built, and managed
systematically. Power Brands reveals the secret of strong brands, presenting a holistic approach to
brand management, which combines precise science with target-oriented craft and inspiring art. Using
concepts developed from a university study, the book introduces McKinsey BrandMatics, which
combines systematic, qualitative concepts and indicators (e.g., brand image) with quantitative ones
(e.g., revenue potential), resulting in a comprehensive and transparent framework for successful brand
management.

What's in a Name? Aug 21 2019 This text analyzes brands from the point of view of modern marketing
theory. It deals in detail with the role of advertising in creating, building and maintaining strong brands
- the lifeblood of any long-term marketing campaign. Recommendations for developing better
advertising are included.
Digital Marketing Strategies for Fashion and Luxury Brands Feb 19 2022 Online shopping has
become increasingly popular due to its availability and ease. As a result, it is important for companies
that sell high-end products to maintain the same marketing success as companies selling more
affordable brands in order keep up with the market. Digital Marketing Strategies for Fashion and
Luxury Brands is an essential reference source for the latest scholarly research on the need for a
variety of technologies and new techniques in which companies and brand managers can promote
higher-end products. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics and perspectives such as brand
communication, mobile commerce, and multichannel retailing, this publication is ideally designed for
managers, academicians, and researchers seeking current material on effectively promoting more
expensive merchandise using technology.
Brand Portfolio Strategy Jan 06 2021 In this long-awaited book from the world’s premier brand
expert and author of the seminal work Building Strong Brands, David Aaker shows managers how to
construct a brand portfolio strategy that will support a company’s business strategy and create
relevance, differentiation, energy, leverage, and clarity. Building on case studies of world-class brands
such as Dell, Disney, Microsoft, Sony, Dove, Intel, CitiGroup, and PowerBar, Aaker demonstrates
how powerful, cohesive brand strategies have enabled managers to revitalize brands, support business
growth, and create discipline in confused, bloated portfolios of master brands, subbrands, endorser
brands, cobrands, and brand extensions. Renowned brand guru Aaker demonstrates that assuring that
each brand in the portfolio has a clear role and actively reinforces and supports the other portfolio
brands will profoundly affect the firm’s profitability. Brand Portfolio Strategy is required reading not
only for brand managers but for all managers with bottom-line responsibility to their shareholders.
Brand, Label, and Product Intelligence Mar 28 2020 This book contains the latest and most up-to-date
research results from the fields of brands, labels and product, presented at the international colloquium
COBLI 2021, held in Orleans, France. It covers a wide range of topics from the fields of economics,
psychology, information technology and social sciences. In particular, the book deals with various
areas of application such as consumer behavior in the omnichannel, the influence of the coronavirus
pandemic on attitudes and customer behavior, franchising, origin labelling, transparency in the agrifood industry, tourism and the triptych of brand/label/product. The contributions are gathered under
the following main topics: Consumer behavior and decisions, labeling strategy, brand market trends,
branding of local brands, territorial impact on brand/label/product, theoretical and managerial research
methods.
Advances in National Brand and Private Label Marketing Oct 23 2019 This proceedings volume
highlights the latest research presented at the 8th International Conference on Research on National
Brand & Private Label Marketing (NB&PL2021). The topics covered include: retailing, private label
portfolio and assortment management, marketing of premium store brands, using national brands to
exclude (delist) and include, optimal assortment size, consumer store patronage, etc. Several
contributions also focus on private label pricing and promotion, especially on the relative pricing of
standard and premium private labels, and with regard to the national brands in the assortment.
The New Strategic Brand Management Jun 18 2019 Adopted internationally by business schools,
MBA programmes and marketing practitioners alike, The New Strategic Brand Management is simply
the reference source for senior strategists, positioning professionals and postgraduate students. Over
the years it has not only established a reputation as one of the leading works on brand strategy but also
has become synonymous with the topic itself. The new edition builds on this impressive reputation and
keeps the book at the forefront of strategic brand thinking. Revealing and explaining the latest
techniques used by companies worldwide, author Jean-Noël Kapferer covers all the leading issues
faced by the brand strategist today, supported by an array of international case studies. With both

gravitas and intelligent insight, the book reveals new thinking on a wealth of topics including: brand
architecture and diversity strategies; market adaptation approaches; positioning in the private label and
store brand environment, and much, much more. Whether you work for an international company
seeking to leverage maximum financial value for your brand, or whether you are looking for practical
guidance on brand management itself, Kapferer's market-leading book is the one you should be
reading to develop the most robust and watertight approach for your company.
Conversational Marketing Feb 07 2021 Real-time conversations turn leads into customers
Conversational Marketing is the definitive guide to generating better leads and closing more sales.
Traditional sales and marketing methods have failed to keep pace with the way modern, internet-savvy
consumers purchase goods and services. Modern messaging apps, which allow for real-time
conversations and instant feedback, have transformed the way we interact in our personal and
professional lives, yet most businesses still rely on 20th century technology to communicate with 21st
century customers. Online forms, email inquiries, and follow-up sales calls don’t provide the
immediacy that modern consumers expect. Conversational marketing and sales are part of a new
methodology centered around real-time, one-on-one conversations with customers via chatbots and
messaging. By allowing your business to communicate with customers in real time—when it’s most
convenient for them—conversational marketing improves the customer experience, generates more
leads, and helps you convert more leads into customers. Conversational Marketing pioneers David
Cancel and Dave Gerhardt explain how to: Merge inbound and outbound tactics into a more
productive dialog with customers Integrate conversational marketing techniques into your existing
sales and marketing workflow Face-to-face meetings, phone calls, and email exchanges remain
important to customer relations, but adding a layer of immediate, individual conversation drives the
customer experience—and sales—sky-high.
Building Customer-brand Relationships Jul 20 2019 Almost every advertising, promotion, or
marketing communications textbook is based on an inside-out approach, focusing on what the
marketer wants to communicate to customers and prospects. This text takes a different view - that the
marketer and the customer build the ongoing brand value together. Rather than the marketer trying to
'sell', the role of the marketer is to help customer buy. To do that, a customer view is vital and
customer insight is essential. Customer insights allow the marketer to understand which audiences are
important for a product, what delivery forms are appropriate, and what type of content is beneficial.
"Building Customer-Brand Relationships" is themed around the four key elements marketing
communicators use in developing programs - audiences, brands, delivery, and content - but provides
an innovative approach to marketing communications in the 'push-pull' marketplace that combines
traditional outbound communications (advertising, sales promotion, direct marketing, and PR) with the
inbound or 'pull' media of Internet, mobile communications, social networks, and more. Its 'customercentric' media planning approach covers media decision before dealing with creative development, and
emphasizes measurement and accountability. The text's concepts have been used successfully around
the world, and can be adapted and adjusted to any type of product or service.
Marketing in the Boardroom Nov 23 2019 It’s no secret: marketing punches below its weight in the
Boardroom. CEOs and other board members perceive that marketers lack commercial credibility when
compared to their peers. Marketing in the Boardroom helps marketers to be more commercially
credible and thereby more successful in the Boardroom. Ruth Saunders explains the importance of
marketing in the Boardroom, and why marketers often struggle to engage the Board. She then shows
how to develop compelling marketing strategies that the Board will buy into, offering a mix of
practical solutions and varied case studies drawn from her years of industry experience. In the final
section, she helps marketers better understand the Board mindset and language, demonstrating how to
win over the Board members’ hearts, minds and confidence. Marketing in the Boardroom is an
important book for any aspiring marketers who are moving up the career ladder, particularly those who
are writing or giving presentations to the Board. It is also an important book for their organizations,
particularly those that struggle to give marketing the support it needs to create customer-led strategies

that will drive business growth.
Influencer Marketing For Dummies Jul 12 2021 The easy way to get 'in' with influencer marketing
Are you a marketing guru looking to stay at the top of your game? Then you need to be in the know on
influencer marketing. A hybrid of content marketing and native advertising, influencer marketing is an
established trend in marketing that identifies and targets individuals with influence over potential
buyers. Although this has usually meant focusing on popular celebrities and Internet personalities,
there is a new wave of 'everyday consumers' that can have a large impact. In Influencer Marketing For
Dummies, you'll find out how to market to those who rock social media—and, subsequently, grow
your brand. Influencer marketing relies on building strong relationships with customers. With the help
of this hands-on, friendly guide, you'll discover how to build superior customer service and experience,
make strong interactions with customers, and encourage organic and authentic sharing about your
brand. Measure the most impact that content has on your overall marketing strategy Find influencers:
it's not just a numbers game or a 'who's who' of social media Engage with influencers once you've
found them Recognize the best practices of influencer marketing and outreach If you're a marketer,
media agency professional, business owner, or anyone else who works hard to bring brands, products,
and services to the largest audience possible, Influencer Marketing For Dummies is the go-to guide
you don't want to be without.
Market Research and Analysis Mar 08 2021 An introduction to the scientific method as applies to
market research and analysis. Dr. Lyndon O. Brown was Professor of Marketing and Advertising,
Northwestern University; and Vice-President in charge of Research, Foote, Cone & Belding.
Global Luxury Trends Dec 05 2020 The rise of emerging market luxury brands, digital and online
innovations, and growth in consumption globally has opened the doors for seasoned luxury houses and
new players to expand their horizons. This book charts the trends that are shaping the luxury industry,
particularly the rise of the luxury industry in Asia and emerging markets.
Marketing Communications Dec 17 2021 Marketing Communications: A Brand Narrative Approach
is a mainstream, student-driven text which gives prominence to the driving force of all Marketing
Communications: the imperative of Branding. The book aims to engage students in an entertaining,
informative way, setting the conceptual mechanics of Marketing Communications in a contemporary,
dynamic context. It includes key current trends such as: Brand narrative approach - Cases such as
Dove, Harley-Davidson, Nike and World of War Craft feature real-life, salient examples which are
engaging for students and reflect the growth of co-authored brand ‘stories’ to help build and maintain
brands by customer engagement through meaningful dialogues. Media neutral/multi-media approach This text has a sound exploration of online and offline synergy combining one-message delivery and
multi-media exposures, through examples of companies and political campaigns using ‘nontraditional’ media to reach groups not locking into ‘normal channels’. This brand new text features an
impressive mixture of real-life brand case studies underpinned with recent academic research and
market place dynamics. The format is structured into three sections covering analysis, planning and
implementation and control of Marketing Communications. Using full colour examples of brands, and
student-friendly diagrams, the book acknowledges that the modern student learns visually as well as
through text.
How Brands Grow Nov 16 2021 This book provides evidence-based answers to the key questions
asked by marketers every day. Tackling issues such as how brands grow, how advertising really works,
what price promotions really do and how loyalty programs really affect loyalty, How Brands Grow
presents decades of research in a style that is written for marketing professionals to grow their brands.
Brands as Productive Assets: Concepts, Measurement, and Global Trends May 22 2022 The
paper looks at brands from an economic point of view. It defines concepts; analyzes the conditions
under which brands are long-lived productive assets and contribute to economic growth; and reviews
the measurement of investment in brands. It finds that a productive role for brands is consistent with
assumptions used in the economic analysis of innovation. Finally it offers an analysis of economic
development that suggests branding rises with growth.

The Road to Luxury Aug 13 2021 A thorough, comprehensive guide to the luxury goods industry for
executives, entrepreneurs, and students interested to know about the luxury business As key new
luxury markets like Asia, Latin America and Africa continue to expand, The Road to Luxury: The
Evolution, Markets and Strategies of Luxury Brand Management gives professionals interested in the
industry a holistic understanding of luxury market dynamics around the world using stories,
experiences, relevant data and statistics on current market trends. For investors, the book offers
valuable insight on where the industry is headed. For industry insiders and executives, it presents
valuable data with which to craft successful business strategies. The definitive insider's guide to the
luxury sector by leading figures in the field Includes rigorous academic data, including information on
the business attractiveness and appropriateness of various country markets Examines strategies and
success factors of key players, and insight into the systems and operations, retail, distribution and ecommerce, emerging markets and emerging brands, as well as management styles For professionals in
the luxury industry, as well as those studying it or investing in it, The Road to Luxury presents a
complete and information-packed resource covering virtually every aspect of this growing sector.
Developing Successful Global Strategies for Marketing Luxury Brands Mar 20 2022 In recent
times, the advent of new technologies, the concerns about sustainability, and the new tastes of the
youngest generations of luxury consumers have affected the traditional dynamics of the luxury goods
markets. These emerging issues have caused significant changes in the marketing of luxury goods.
Sustainable development is not a new practice in the luxury market but is of increasing importance.
The real challenge is for luxury companies to overcome the residual corporate social responsibility
perspective to embrace a real integration of environmental, ethical, and social concerns into the
corporate strategy. Integrated output and sustainable processes, the introduction of non-financial
reporting as operational practice, and a new orientation to circular economy practices are emerging
issues that still today request for a deeper exploration both on the academic and managerial point of
view. Digitalization is another relevant issue that is reshaping the business model of luxury companies.
Big data, blockchain, omnichannel experience, and digital customer experience represent the main
digital challenges that luxury brand companies are facing nowadays. Luxury brands must keep up with
these digital demands and sustainability concerns to maintain their position in the global market.
Developing Successful Global Strategies for Marketing Luxury Brands upgrades the most relevant
theoretical frameworks and empirical research about the marketing of luxury goods. This book is
focused on contemporary issues affecting luxury industries such as digital transformation (blockchain,
big data, analytics, innovation processes), sustainable development, changes in luxury consumers’
behavior, integration between physical and online channels, and the development of social media
marketing strategies. Chapters will cover areas of marketing, management, buyer behavior, and
international business, creating a multidisciplinary approach for this book. This book is ideal for
scholars, local government agencies and public bodies, managers, luxury business owners, along with
practitioners, stakeholders, researchers, academicians, and students who are interested in emerging
issues affecting the luxury market, such as sustainability and digital transformation.
Digital Marketing Excellence Apr 28 2020 Now in its fifth edition, the hugely popular Digital
Marketing Excellence: Planning, Optimizing and Integrating Online Marketing is fully updated,
keeping you in line with the changes in this dynamic and exciting field and helping you create
effective and up-to-date customer-centric digital marketing plans. A practical guide to creating and
executing digital marketing plans, it combines established approaches to marketing planning with the
creative use of new digital models and digital tools. It is designed to support both marketers and digital
marketers, and students of business or marketing who want a thorough yet practical grounding in
digital marketing. Written by two highly experienced digital marketing consultants, the book shows
you how to: Draw up an outline digital marketing plan Evaluate and apply digital marketing principles
and models Integrate online and offline communications Implement customer-driven digital marketing
Reduce costly trial and error Measure and enhance your digital marketing Learn best practices for
reaching and engaging your audiences using the key digital marketing platforms like Apple, Facebook,

Google and Twitter. This new edition seamlessly integrates the latest changes in social media
technology, including expanded coverage of mobile technology, demonstrating how these new ways to
reach customers can be integrated into your marketing plans. It also includes new sections on data
analytics, clearly demonstrating how marketers can leverage data to their advantage. Offering a highly
structured and accessible guide to a critical and far-reaching subject, Digital Marketing Excellence,
Fifth Edition, provides a vital reference point for all students and managers involved in marketing
strategy and implementation.
Creating Powerful Brands in Consumer, Service and Industrial Markets Apr 09 2021 This is the
third edition of one of world's most respected and successful books on branding. Written by an
internationally acclaimed branding expert and author of From Brand Vision to Brand Evaluation, it has
been comprehensively revised and updated with a raft of new cases and examples. The book gives the
professional and the student a deep understanding of the functioning and management of the modern
brand and contains: * Powerful analysis of new areas such as e-branding and e-marketing * A
completely new set of advertising and brand images to illustrate key points * A powerful analysis of
the key drivers of brand value There can be no doubt that the power of brands in the international
marketplace is still growing, and that Creating Powerful Brands, third edition, can explain both why
and how they work. * Comprehensive coverage of brand management * Applications orientated, yet
grounded on solid theory * Frameworks organizing the principles of brand building
Strategic Market Management Apr 21 2022 Suitable for all business students studying strategy and
marketing courses in the UK and in Europe, this text also looks at important issues such as the
financial aspects of marketing.
Recent Trends in Decision Science and Management Sep 14 2021 This book discusses an emerging
field of decision science that focuses on business processes and systems used to extract knowledge
from large volumes of data to provide significant insights for crucial decisions in critical situations. It
presents studies employing computing techniques like machine learning, which explore decisionmaking for cross-platforms that contain heterogeneous data associated with complex assets, leadership,
and team coordination. It also reveals the advantages of using decision sciences with managementoriented problems. The book includes a selection of the best papers presented at the 2nd International
Conference on Decision Science and Management (ICDSM 2019), held at Hunan International
Economics University, China, on 20–21 September 2019.
EBOOK: Principles and Practice of Marketing, 9e Oct 03 2020 EBOOK: Principles and Practice of
Marketing, 9e
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